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物性物理学の観点から説明される地球の内部構造
The Earth’s internal structure explained from a viewpoint of the condensed matter physics
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 地球の深さの増加に応じて物質に及ぼす圧力が増加します。外部から圧力を受けると物質のサイズは縮小
し、凝集力のポテンシャルエネルギーは大きくなります。物質は低いエネルギーの状態になる時に低下する分
のエネルギーを放出します。ところで、隕石が地表に衝突する際には衝突により圧縮された物質は収縮して発
熱しますが、その熱は直後の膨張で吸収されてしまいます。隕石が衝突するとクレーターを作りますが、衝突
の周辺の地域の地面が溶融していた形跡はありません。ちなみに、地球の中心部の定常温度は最高で7000℃で
あり、0.63 eV の電子状態に相当します。地球の中心部の温度をそのような状態にするのは衝突のエネル
ギーではなくて、集積した物質の性質によるとして説明できます。 
地球の地下深くなるほど電子軌道間の相互作用が大きくなり、より低いエネルギーの状態が可能になりま
す。熱運動により隣接原子を交換して置かれた状況に適した物質になることが可能であれば物質はその変化を
します。物質はエネルギーが低い状態になる時に、前後の差のエネルギーによって発熱します。その熱はマン
トルを経由して地殻に放出されます。熱の移動に伴って物質も移動するのでマントル対流が起こります。その
対流は海のプレートの下のマントルの方が大陸の地殻の下より放熱が盛んであるので、海底に湧き出します。 
地球の深い内部の物質の性質は次のようになります。地球内部の高い圧力で物質の電子軌道がオーバーラップ
すると、同じエネルギーレベルに複数の電子軌道が存在する縮重状態になります。縮重した電子状態は電気伝
導性と流動性を持ち、その物質は液体金属のような性質を示します。それが地球内部の外核の状態です。とこ
ろが物質の縮重状態の電子のエネルギーレベルは原子の配置の対称性を低くすると分裂して、さらに低いエネ
ルギーの電子状態が得られるというヤーン・テラー効果があります。そのヤーン・テラー効果によって横波を
伝える固体の状態になったのが地球の中心部の内核の状態です。 
このように集まった物質の電子状態を考慮して次の事柄を説明しました。 (1)マントル対流の熱源、(2)海のプ
レートが沈み込む付近の火山の熱源、(3)地球の外殻の液体の状態、(4)地球の内核の固体の状態、 (5)太陽系
の形成、及び(6) 地球型惑星の形成。詳しくは以下のWebsite をご覧ください。 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wi5G2F_pDXM&feature=youtu.be )
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低粘性層を有する月の深部構造：月の潮汐応答に関する最新の測地学的係数に基づいて修正された制
約条件
The deep lunar interior with a low-viscosity zone: Revised constraints from recent
geodetic parameters on the tidal response of the Moon
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We revisit the constraints on the deep lunar interior with a possible low-viscosity zone at the
core-mantle boundary obtained from our previous forward modeling of the tidal response of the Moon,
by comparing a numerical model with several tidal parameters that have been improved or are newly
determined by recent geodetic observations and analyses from GRAIL (gravity), LRO (shape), and LLR
(rotation). Our results are in principle consistent with the latest data and lead to a thicker
low-viscosity layer (with an outer radius of about 540 to 560 km, which is much larger than that of
about 500 km in our earlier investigation) which reaches just below or inside the place where many
seismic nests of deep moonquakes are located.
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The subsidence of seafloor is generally considered as a passive phenomenon related to the
conductive cooling of the lithosphere since its creation at mid-oceanic ridges. Recent alternative
theories suggest that the mantle dynamics plays an important role in the structure and depth of the
oceanic lithosphere. However, the link between mantle dynamics and seafloor subsidence has still to
be quantitatively assessed. Here we provide a statistic study of the subsidence parameters
(subsidence rate and ridge depth) for all the oceans. These parameters are retrieved through the
positive outliers method, a classical method used in signal processing. We also model the mantle
convection pattern from the S40RTS tomography model. The density anomalies derived from this model
are used to compute the instantaneous flow in a global 3D spherical geometry, and the induced
dynamic topography. 
The variations of the mid-oceanic ridge depths are well recovered by the modeled dynamic
topography. The systematic fit of the bathymetry allows the recovery of the subsidence rate, from
which we derive the effective thermal conductivity, keff. This parameter ranges between 1 and 7 Wm

-1

K-1. We show that departures from the keff=3 Wm
-1K-1 standard value are systematically related to

mantle convection and not to the lithospheric structure. Regions characterized by keff>3 Wm
-1K-1 are

associated with the uplift of mantle plumes. Regions characterized by keff<3 Wm
-1K-1 are related to

large scale mantle downwellings such as the Australia-Antarctic Discordance (ADD) or the return
flow from the South Pacific Superswell to the East Pacific rise. This demonstrates that the mantle
dynamics plays a major role in the shaping of the oceanic seafloor. In particular, the parameters
generally considered to quantify the lithosphere structure, such as the thermal conductivity, are
not only representative of this structure but also incorporate signals from the mantle convection
occurring beneath the lithosphere.
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Three-dimensional self-evolving subduction models with various along-trench dimensions have been
quantitatively analysed in the laboratory by means of a stereoscopic Particle Image Velocimetry
(sPIV) technique. The purpose was (1) to provide information on the pattern of the upper mantle
flow induced by subduction, particularly focusing on the location and magnitude of upwellings
around the lateral slab edges and in the mantle wedge, (2) to study the evolution of mantle
upwellings in terms of location and magnitude, and (3) to study the effect of along-trench slab
dimension on upwelling location and magnitude. The model results show that 4 types of upwelling are
generated by subduction in a Newtonian upper mantle. One of these upwellings occurs laterally away
from the sub-slab domain and could potentially trigger decompression melting, thereby explaining
the occurrence of a certain type of intraplate volcanism. Two other significant upwellings are
observed in the mantle wedge. The tested along-trench slab dimensions were comparable to slabs of
narrow (e.g., Calabria) to wider (e.g., Tonga-Kermadec-Hikurangi) subduction zones. The results
indicate that both the location and magnitude of the upwelling occurring laterally away from the
sub-slab domain are affected by the along-trench slab dimension, with wider slabs producing faster
and more focused upwellings that are located closer to the lateral slab edges. The models also seem
to show that the along-trench slab dimension controls the intensity of upwellings in the mantle
wedge.
 

Subduction, Mantle flow, Upwellings
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We review recent studies of seismic tomography and earthquake sequences, and discuss their
implications for seismotectonics and mantle dynamics beneath eastern Tibet. The crustal structures
in the source areas of the 2008 Ms 8.0 Wenchuan and the 2013 Ms 7.0 Lushan earthquakes are similar
and exhibit prominent low-velocity (low-V) and high-Poisson's ratio anomalies in the source areas,
indicating that in addition to compositional variations, fluid-filled rock matrices exist in the
Longmenshan fault zone, which may have influenced the nucleation of the two earthquakes.
Significant low-V anomalies are revealed between the Wenchuan and Lushan mainshocks, which may
explain why their aftershock zones extend northward and southward, respectively. The relocated
aftershocks of the 2011 Ms 5.8 Yingjiang and the 2014 Ms 6.5 Ludian earthquakes show a
conjugate-shaped distribution, which may explain why the two moderate-sized earthquakes caused
heavy damage. The large earthquakes in eastern Tibet are located at boundaries of low- or
high-velocity anomalies in the upper mantle. The structural heterogeneities in the crust and upper
mantle are associated with hot and wet upwelling and corner flows in the big mantle wedge above the
subducting Indian slab beneath eastern Tibet, as well as slab dehydration, which affect the
seismogenesis in the region.
 

Seismci structure, Mantle dynamics, Eastern Tibet, Large earthquake, Tengchong volcano
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One of the possible mechanisms responsible for deep-focus earthquakes occurring at depths below 350
km is faulting induced or triggered by phase transformation from metastable olivine to its
high-pressure phases (wadsleyite and ringwoodite, both are related to the general spinel structure)
in the mantle transition zone. We have studied transformational faulting from olivine to spinel in
Mg2GeO4, a close analog of the silicate olivine (Mg,Fe)2SiO4, using a high-pressure deformation
apparatus in conjunction with in-situ acoustic emission (AE) monitoring [1]. Synchrotron X-ray
microtomography (XMT) [2] was used to image the samples recovered from high-pressure deformation
experiments, with spatial resolution of ~0.005 mm. In this study, we establish spatial correlations
between AE events observed during in-situ deformation experiments and faults imaged by XMT
post-mortem. The nature of high-pressure experiments limits the sample size to the order of 2 mm in
linear dimensions, and the acoustic system we used has a maximum sampling rate of 50 MHz (i.e., 20
ns between adjacent sampling points), which limits spatial resolution of AE locations to about 0.3
mm. This makes it difficult to locate AE events accurately. A well-developed double-difference
cross-correlation (CC) algorithm (hypoDD –[3]) developed for seismological studies has been
successfully adapted in the analysis of AE locations, improving AE allocation spatial resolution by
a factor of ~10. This algorithm also helps separate events with various waveforms, which are
related to different fault planes and faulting directions. The CC algorithm classifies AE events
into various groups. Events within each group share common characteristics and may be considered
occurring within the same faulting mechanism. These groups of events display excellent correlations
with faults imaged by XMT, with two major groups of AE events correlating well with two conjugated
faults in XMT images. Furthermore, time sequence of AE events can be examined to investigate
details of formation of macroscopic faults from the micro AE events. These results help understand
the dynamic process of transformational faulting. 
References: 
[1] A. Schubnel et al., Deep-Focus Earthquake Analogs Recorded at High Pressure and Temperature in
the Laboratory. Science 341, 1377 (2013). 
[2] M. L. Rivers, Y. Wang. (2006), Recent developments in microtomography at GeoSoilEnviroCARS, in:
Developments in X-Ray Tomography V, U. Bonse (ed.), Proc. SPIE vol. 6318, pp. 63180J-63180J-15 
[3] F. Waldhauser, W. L. Ellsworth, A Double-Difference Earthquake Location Algorithm: Method and
Application to the Northern Hayward Fault, California. Bulletin of the Seismological Society of
America 90, 1353 (2000).
 

Deep-focus earthquakes, High P-T deformation, Acoustic emission, Synchrotron x-ray
diffraction and imaging, Earthquake mechanisms
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Knowledge of the occurrence and mobility of carbonate-rich melts in the Earth’s mantle is important
for understanding the deep carbon cycle and related geochemical and geophysical processes.
Recently, Kono et al. (2014) find that viscosities of carbonate melts are surprisingly low, in the
range of 0.006-0.010 Pa s, which are ~2 to 3 orders of magnitude lower than those of basaltic melts
in the upper mantle. As a result, the mobility of carbonate melts (defined as the ratio of
melt-solid density contrast to melt viscosity) is ~2 to 3 orders of magnitude higher than that of
basaltic melts. Such high mobility of carbonate melts may have significant influence on several
magmatic processes, such as fast melt migration and effective melt extraction beneath mid-ocean
ridges. However, the behaviour of carbonate-rich silicate melt may be complex, as demonstrated in
the reported immiscible behaviour of silicate-carbonate melts. To predict potential implications of
carbonate-rich silicate melt as they migrate up in the upper mantle, the stability should be
investigated at those pressures. Here we investigate behavior of basalt-dolomite melts with 20-61
vol.% dolomite compositions at high pressures to 7.3GPa by using newly developed X-ray phase
contrast imaging technique in Paris-Edinburgh cell at beamline 16BMB, HPCAT, in the Advanced Photon
Source. We find that basalt plus 32-61 vol.% dolomite becomes single melt at pressure >~5.5 GPa,
while it separates into silicate-dominant melt plus CO2 at lower pressures. The abrupt change of
stability of carbonate-rich silicate melt may play a role of paramount importance in migration
velocity of upwelling carbonate-silicate magmas due to separation of carbonate component from
silicate melt, with 2-3 orders of magnitude difference of viscosity between basalt and carbonate
melts.  
 
Reference 
Kono, Y., C. Kenney-Benson, D. Hummer, H. Ohfuji, C. Park, G. Shen, Y. Wang, A. Kavner, and C. E.
Manning (2014), Ultralow viscosity of carbonate melts at high pressures, Nature Communications, 5
, 5091.
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Seismic tomography revealed variable slab structure in the mantle transition zone (e.g., Fukao et
al., 2009). Numerical modeling that incorporates phase transition at the 660 km depth and trench
migration succeeded to simulate formation and avalanche of the stagnant slab (Christensen, 1996;
Torii and Yoshioka, 2007; Nakakuki et al., 2010). Mechanisms to control structure of the transition
zone slab are still controversial (e.g., Karato et al., 2001; King et al., 2015), since we have not
sufficiently understood relationship of the slab dynamics with tectonic features in the actual
subduction zone (cf. Billen, 2010). In this study, subduction zone geometric and kinematic
observations are analyzed aiming to construct a scenario for the stagnant slab formation and
evolution. The data, which are compiled by Lallemand et al. (2005) and (2008), include absolute
motions of the subducting plate, the overriding plate and the trench based on a global plate motion
model (SB04) constructed by Steinburger et al. (2004), slab depths, and slab dip angles. 
 Important observations connected to the stagnant slab dynamics are summarized as follows. (1) Most
of upper mantle slabs are retreating with the velocity larger than 1 [cm/yr]. (2) In the subduction
zone with the slab penetrating at the depth between 660 to 1200 km, trench motion is advance (e.g.,
Mariana, Java) or retreat with the slower velocity (< 1 [cm/yr], e.g., north Kuril) than that in
the subduction zone with the upper slab. (3) Back-arc extension often occurs in the subduction zone
in which the maximum slab depth is 660 km (e.g., Tonga). (4) Dip angles of the upper and lower
mantle slabs become steeper with the age. (5) Stagnant slabs are classified into 2 types. (i) The
first type has young age (< 60 [Ma]), slow subducting plate motion (the slab descending motion
occur as if the plate peeled and fell off from the surface (e.g., New Hebrides). (ii) The second
type has old age (> 100 [Ma]) and dip angles obviously shallower (< ~50 [deg], e.g., south Kuril,
Japan) than those of the slab penetrating into the lower mantle. 
 These results indicate important relationship of the slab dip angle and trench migration to the
slab structure varying with the sinking depth. The following scenario emerges as a possible
explanation for the stagnant slab mechanics. (1) A relatively young slab with shallow dip angle and
trench retreat collides to the 660 km phase transition. (2) The slab start stagnates at 660 km, and
the slab rollback is further enhanced. (3) When the dip angle of the stagnating slab is shallow,
the slab retains the stagnation at the 660 km after the trench retreat is declined. (4) When the
dip angle is steepened and/or the trench advance is generated owing to increase of subducting plate
age or collision of the continent, the slab penetrates into the lower mantle.
 

滞留スラブ、マントル遷移層、プレート運動、沈み込み帯
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Investigations of the Mantle Transition Zone (MTZ; 410-660 km deep) by deformation experiments and
geophysical methods suggest that the MTZ has distinct rheological properties, but their exact cause
is still unclear due to the lack of natural samples. Here we present the first direct evidence for
crystal-plastic deformation by dislocation creep in the MTZ using a chromitite from the Luobusa
peridotite (E. Tibet). Chromite grains show exsolution of diopside and SiO2, suggesting previous
equilibration in the MTZ. Electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) analysis reveals that olivine
grains co-existing with exsolved phases inside chromite grains and occurring on chromite grain
boundaries have a single pronounced crystallographic preferred orientation (CPO). This suggests
that olivine preserves the CPO of a high-pressure polymorph (wadsleyite) before the high-pressure
polymorph of chromite began to invert and exsolve. Chromite also shows a significant CPO. Thus, the
fine-grained high-pressure phases were deformed by dislocation creep in the MTZ. Grain growth in
inverted chromite produced an equilibrated microstructure during exhumation to the surface, masking
at first sight its MTZ deformation history. These unique observations provide a window into the
deep Earth, and constraints for interpreting geophysical signals and their geodynamic implications
in a geologically robust context.
 

マントル遷移層、クロミタイト、かんらん石、結晶方位定向配列、EBSD、微細構造
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We conducted a joint electromagnetic (EM) and seismic experiment to probe the mantle structure
below a normal seafloor around the Shatsky Rise in the northwestern Pacific. Specifically for the
investigation of the mantle transition zone (MTZ) structure, we deployed our state-of-the-art
instruments in two arrays to the north and south of the Shatsky Rise for 5 years from 2010 to 2015.
Here we report the result of analyses of EM and seismic data obtained in the joint experiment as
well as in previous studies. From the EM data analysis, a 1-D profile of electrical conductivity
was obtained for two observational arrays. The thickness of the MTZ was also obtained by the P-wave
receiver function analysis, from which temperature profiles in the MTZ below two arrays were then
estimated. We found that the northern array provides EM and seismic data with much higher quality
than the southern array, and therefore meaningful estimation of MTZ water content is possible for
the northern array. We estimated water content based on profiles of electrical conductivity and
temperature obtained by our geophysical observation and electrical conductivities of dry and wet
MTZ minerals (wadsleyite and ringwoodite) obtained by mineral physics. The result of the forward
modeling study indicated that the upper limit of water content below the northern array is 0.5 wt.%
or 0.05 wt.%, depending on different results of laboratory experiments for water effects on
electrical conductivities. The lower limit of water content was not constrained by our data.
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It has been proposed that concentration and speciation of water-derived species in minerals may
adjust in response to changes of points defect condition [Demouchy and Mackwell, 2006], To lift
the veil of Fe effect on hydrogen diffusion and isotopic differentiation, a sets of H-D
inter-diffusion experiments were conducted in Fe-free wadsleyite single crystal couples at various
temperatures, 16 GPa and compared with our former study on Fe-bearing wadsleyite. Distinguish with
symmetric profiles in Fe-bearing condition, H-D inter-diffusion in Fe-free wadsleyite revealed
evidently asymmetric properties and it indicates deuterium diffuses about 1 order faster than
hydrogen in Fe-free wadsleyite. Both magnitude and anisotropy of H-D inter-diffusion in Fe-free
condition are largely different with Fe-bearing condition, which strongly demonstrated a multiple
hydrogen mechanism proposed by Karato (2013) association with free proton migration in interstitial
sites. Simulation model suggests free proton migration in interstitial sites dominates the hydrogen
diffusion in Fe-free condition and asymmetric properties might owe to the distinguished jumping
probabilities from Mg sites to interstitial sites between hydrogen and deuterium.
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Podiform chromitites which are enveloped by dunite are commonly found in harzburgite in ophiolites.
It is interpreted that the podiform chromitites were formed through reaction between harzburgite
and melt at a shallow upper mantle level. However, some podiform chromitites recently found in
Luobusa ophiolites, Tibet, were interpreted to be derived from the deep mantle, because the
chromitites contained diamond and coesite as inclusions. Yamamoto et al. (2009) and Arai (2013)
suggested that the chromitites originally consisted of calcium-ferrite (CF) structured phase in the
deep mantle and that they transformed to spinel-structured chomites during upwelling. 
We have recently determined phase relations in MgCr2O4 at pressure up to 28 GPa and temperature to
1600 oC. Magnesium chromite (MgCr2O4) with the spinel structure first transforms to a two-phase
assemblage of modified ludwigite (mLd)-type Mg2Cr2O5 + corundum-type Cr2O3 at 13-15 GPa, and the two
phases combine into a calcium-titanate (CT) phase at 16-20 GPa (Ishii et al., 2015). Because
chromite minerals in natural podiform chromitites are enveloped in olivine crystals, we have
extended our experimental study to the system MgCr2O4-Mg2SiO4 to examine phase relations and mutual
solubilities in the high-pressure phases. 
High-pressure high-temperature experiments were performed in composition of 50mol%MgCr2O4.50mol%Mg2
SiO4 up to 26 GPa at 1600 

oC using a Kawai-type mulitianvil apparatus. Phase identification of the
synthesized samples were made using micro-focus and powder X-ray diffractometers. Composition
analysis was performed using a scanning electron microscope with an energy-dispersive X-ray
spectrometer. At pressure below about 14 GPa, Mg2SiO4 forsterite coexists with MgCr2O4-rich spinel.
At 14-19 GPa, a three-phase assemblages, mLd + garnet (Gt) + wadsleyite (Wd) becomes stable. This
assemblage changes into MgCr2O4-rich CT + ringwoodite at about 20 GPa, which further changes into
an assemblage of MgSiO3-rich bridgmanite (perovskite) + CT + periclase at about 23 GPa. The mLd
composition was close to Mg2Cr2O5, while Gt has a middle composition between Mg4Si4O12 and Mg3Cr2Si3O12
. Solubility of Mg2SiO4 component in CT increases with pressure to about 20 mol% at 26 GPa. These
results implies that, when podiform chromitites are subducted into the deep mantle, MgCr2O4 spinel
and forsterite react to form mLd + Gt at 14-19 GPa which corresponds to pressure range of the upper
part of the mantle transition zone. Also, if CT phase containing substantial Mg2SiO4 component goes
upward from the deep mantle, it decomposes into the assemblage containing mLd + Gt at 14-19 GPa. To
the best of our knowledge, mLd + Gt in association with chromite have not yet been found in the
natural chromitites. Therefore, we suggest that possible occurrence of mLd and/or Gt coexisting
with chromite is an important indicator which shows that the chromitites were derived from the
depth at least upper-part of the transition zone.
 

high pressure 、chromitite、phase relation
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Boron doped diamond (BDD) heater has attracted special attention because of its high melting point
and X-ray transparency. In the previous studies, graphite boron composite (GBC) was usually used as
a precursor of BDD. In the present study, we firstly investigated the application of
pre-synthesized BDD cylinder and BDD powder as cylindrical heaters in the Kawai-type apparatus at
15 GPa. BDD with 0.5 and 3.0 wt % was synthesized at 15 GPa and 2100 oC. The BDD powders were
grinded from BDD blocks by using Nano Polycrystalline Diamond mortar at GRC, Ehime Univ.; SEM image
showed that the grain size of diamond is about 1 μm. Both kinds of heaters showed good stability
and high reproducibility. The BDD heater with 0.5 wt % boron (resistivity:~0.001Ω.m at 1500 oC)
showed semi-conductive behavior, i.e. decreasing resistance with increasing temperature. However,
the BDD heater with 3.0 wt % boron showed lower resistivity (about 0.00016 Ω.m at 1500 oC) and
metallic behavior, i.e. increasing resistance with increasing temperature. This electrical
characteristic enables us to adjust the boron concentration of BDD to get the desired resistivity.
We succeeded to generate temperature about 3500 oC by using small heater (1.5 mm outer diameter, 1
mm inner diameter, 6 mm length) with TiC electrode. Temperature higher than 1800 oC was estimated
by input power according to its temperature–power relationship. The pressure generation efficiency
by assembly using BDD heater was checked by in-situ X ray experiments at SPring-8. Compared with
assembly using GBC heater, the use of BDD heater has lower efficiency of pressure generation in the
beginning stage of compression, while has higher efficiency in the later stage. It is obvious that
the BDD heater is more advantageous than GBC heater, because it is free from the complicated
temperature–power relationship and pressure drop associated with graphite to diamond conversion.
 

Diamond synthesize, Boron doped diamond heater, Ultrahigh temperature, Multi-anvil
apparatus
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Melting relations in the MgO-MgSiO3 system under the lower mantle condition using a CO2
laser heated diamond anvil cell
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Seismological observations of the ultralow-velocity zones (ULVZs) suggest the presence of partial
melts above the core-mantle boundary (CMB). Knowledge of the melting relations in the lower mantle
is a key to understand the chemical differentiation at the base of the mantle. While melting
relations of mantle materials at relatively low pressure (below 30 GPa) have been extensively
studied using a multi-anvil apparatus (e.g. Ito et al., 2004 Phy. Earth Planet. Inter.), the
melting experiments at higher pressures are still limited. Only in a few model rock compositions,
such as peridotite and mid-oceanic ridge basalt (MORB), the experiments were conducted under the
CMB conditions using a laser-heated diamond anvil cell (LHDAC) (e.g. Fiquet et al., 2010 Science,
Andrault et al., 2014 Science). Since chemical heterogeneity of both major elements (Mg, Si, Fe,
Al...) and minor ones (e.g. alkalis and volatiles) should have a large effect on the melting
behavior, the melting phase diagrams as a function of composition are fundamental to understand the
nature of the ULVZs. For melting relations in a binary system MgO-MgSiO3, which is a major
component in the lower mantle, the experiment up to only 26 GPa was performed (Liebske and Frost,
2012 Earth Planet. Sci. Lett.). So, further studies at higher pressure corresponding to the deep
lower mantle condition are required. In this study, we determined the melting relations in the
MgO-MgSiO3 system above 30 GPa using a LHDAC. Glasses of several different compositions in the
MgO-MgSiO3 system (from 37 to 45 mol% SiO2) were used as the starting materials. A CO2 laser heating
system was used to heat the sample directly. The recovered samples were polished and analyzed by a
dualbeam focused ion beam (FIB) and a field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM),
respectively. The eutectic compositions and the liquidus phases were determined on the basis of
chemical and textural analysis of the quenched samples. Our results show that the eutectic
composition at 30 GPa is about 44 mol% SiO2 and it becomes about 40 mol% at 50 GPa. Above 50 GPa,
it is predicted to become relatively constant, consistent with the previous result by Liebske and
Frost (2012). From these results, MgO-rich melt layer may be generated by partial melting of the
bulk mantle, such as pyrolite composition (i.e. 42 mol% SiO2), at the base of the mantle. 
The present result should provide basic information for better understanding on the melting
relations at deep mantle conditions.
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Inelastic x-ray scattering is a useful technique to obtain phonon properties of lower mantle
minerals with single crystal samples. We would like to discuss what kind of information can be
derived from IXS spectra and how to do it with treating bridgmanite and ferropericlase as examples.
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The Earth is unique among the solar terrestrial planets, having the continents and the abundant
liquid water on its surface. In this study, we have developed a three-dimensional mantle convection
model that incorporates these two features into the numerical program, and investigate how the
flow-temperature field and water distribution occur under the circumstances of continental
dispersal and coalescence. In this numerical simulation of 3-D spherical mantle convection,
supercontinent is introduced in the model set up in order to study how continental dispersal and
coalescence happens and affect the structures of the interior. In addition, water is also
introduced, considering water solubility of mantle rocks. The results show that water is
transported to broader regions effectively once continental dispersal occurred, due to enhanced
flow velocity associated with increased horizontal temperature gradient partly with the blanketing
effect beneath the supercontinent. This process distributes the water in a spatially wide region as
a “migrating entrance” of water into the mantle. Once the water subducts with the cold down-going
flow and reaches CMB (core mantle boundary), then it horizontally spreads to be heated up. In some
case, dehydration of Phase H may occur to generate a fluid that migrates upward and hydrate the
overlying mantle, which occurs near the boundary between the cold continental domain and the warmer
oceanic domain, yet within the hydrated cold domain beneath the (super)continent region. This
mechanism, together with the near-surface process described above, may create a hydrous domain
beneath the continental region where a rather uniform hydration may prevail. Therefore, the
effective redistribution with a global scale structure can be created simultaneously. Such a
mechanism could be important to account for the observed geochemical mantle hemispheres.
 

大陸の離合集散、物質循環
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We carried out numerical simulations on the upwelling plumes in the mantle of the Earth and that of
super-Earths. The objects of our study are (1) to confirm the validity of our program which is
newly developed for this study by comparing our numerical results with those of earlier studies on
the upwelling plumes in the Earth's mantle and (2) to examine the effects of temperature-dependent
viscosity and internal heating rate on upwelling plumes in the mantle of super-Earths. In this
study, we consider a major upwelling plume at the center of 2-D axisymmetric model. We have carried
out two series of numerical simulations. In a first series, we calculated thermal convection in an
incompressible Boussinesq fluid under the conditions identical to those in earlier studies. In a
second series, we performed simulations under the conditions for the mantle of super-Earths using
the truncated anelastic liquid approximation (TALA). 
In the first series of our simulations, we obtained the results similar to earlier ones, such as
the increase in the heat flow at the top and bottom boundaries in proportion to Ra13, demonstrating
the validity of the numerical simulation in this study. Furthermore, the second series of our study
of the mantle of super-Earths showed that (1) temperature-dependence of viscosity tends to reduce
plume heat transport, and (2) the variation of compressibility does not affect the detail of the
loss of plume heat flux during their ascent. We also found that heat can flow downward into the
core when the chondritic rate of internal heating is present in the mantle of super-Earths,
demonstrating significant effects of the internal heating rate on the convection and thermal state
in the mantle of super-Earths.
 

スーパー地球、マントル対流、内部発熱
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Hydrogen and iron are two of major constituents of the Earth and planetary interiors. The crystal
structure of solid FeHx is one of the most fundamental information in order to understand
properties of planetary cores. Recently, hydrogen-rich phases, FeH2 and FeH3, were experimentally
synthesized [1]. The crystal structure of FeH3 was clarified by comparing experimental compression
curve with calculated one. On the other hand, the structure of FeH2 remains unclear. It is mainly
because the hydrogen positions are quite difficult to be determined by x-ray diffraction
measurements. Ref. 1 proposed the crystal structure of FeH2, but it is less consistent with its
experimental compression curve. Here we report the results of first-principles calculations on FeH2
. We find the new hydrogen positions which lead to more stable structure than proposed by Ref. 1
and reproduces experimental compression curve very well. Our new structure will be essential for
constraining the amount of hydrogen in iron alloys. 
[1] C. M. Pépin, A. Dewaele, G. Geneste, P. Loubeyre, and M. Mezouar, Phys. Rev. Lett. 113, 265504
(2014).
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Our understanding of Earth’s interior highly depends on physical and chemical properties of Earth
materials which were determined based on high-pressure and high-temperature experiments.
Temperature in high-pressure and high-temperature experiments is mostly determined using a
thermocouple without any pressure correction. This may lead to erroneous results in estimated
temperature and thus physical and chemical properties of Earth materials due to significant
pressure effects of the thermocouple electromotive force (EMF). Getting and Kennedy (1970)
determined the pressure effect on the EMF of two types of thermocouples up to 3.5 GPa and 1000°C.
However, no new knowledge has been obtained on the absolute pressure effect on thermocouple EMF for
more than 40 years. 
In this study, we developed a method to determine the absolute pressure effect on thermocouple
electromotive force, based on a single wire method using Kawai-type multi-anvil apparatus. By
applying this method, single wire EMFs were measured up to a pressure of 7 GPa and temperature of
600°C for chromel and alumel, which passes through the entire length of the pressure medium. The
chromel and alumel wires were contained in semi-sintered MgO and dense Al2O3 insulating tubes, and
the portions of the wires in MgO and Al2O3 were subjected to higher and lower pressures,
respectively. The temperature along the single wires was calibrated by separate experiments
employing multiple thermocouples. Pressure conditions along the wires were evaluated based on in
situ X-ray diffraction using synchrotron X-ray radiation and a thermal equation of state of Ni. The
pressure effect of the Seebeck coefficients of chromel and alumel, determined by the analyses of
single wire EMFs and pressure-temperature profiles along the wires, was virtually consistent with
that of previous lower-pressure or lower-temperature studies. The difference between the nominal
temperature by chromel-alumel thermocouple (type K) and the real temperature was calculated to be
from 0 to –3°C in conditions up to 7 GPa and 600°C. Since the multi-anvil apparatus is capable of
achieving much higher pressure and temperature, the method presented in this study promises to
reveal absolute temperature correction for thermocouples over a wide range of pressure and
temperature conditions.
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P wave and S wave GHz buffer rods are now under developing. Both the transducers will be used for
ultrasonic velocity measurement under high pressure in the combination of diamond anvil cell. The
way of electrode for transducer is found to be critical for stable operation of buffer rod; I
examined Au sputtering on the ZnO transducer, and got reasonable results. Simultaneously, I
examined Sapphire, YAG, TiO2, Si, and SiO2 crystals for feasibility of GHz buffer rod, and found
substantial attenuation of GHz wave in Si and SiO2 crystals. I confirmed the performance of
Sapphire, YAG, and TiO2 buffer rods with observing the reflection pulse from diamond plate (~2 mm
thickness). I also detected a P-S conversion signal in YAG crystal; it is almost ready to assemble
S wave GHz buffer rod made of YAG crystal. Furthermore I have a plan to make diamond buffer rod as
well in near future.
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The amount of heat flow from the Earth's core to mantle critically determines the thermo-chemical
evolution both of the core and the mantle. Bridgmanite, iron and aluminum bearing MgSiO3
perovskite, is the most abundant mineral in the Earth's lower mantle, and thus its thermal
transport property controls heat transport in the lower mantle. Here we measured lattice thermal
diffusivity of bridgmanite with chemical composition of Mg0.832Fe0.209Al0.060Si0.916O3 up to 39 GPa at 300
K using the pulsed light heating thermoreflectance technique in a diamond anvil cell. The results
indicate that the lattice thermal conductivity of the bridgmanite sample is slightly lower than
that of iron and aluminum free bridgmantie determined by using the same experimental technique
(Ohta et al., 2012). Our result exhibit insignificant effect of iron and aluminum incorporation
into bridgmanite on its thermal conductivity, which imply temperature variation in the lower mantle
is only factor to induce heterogeneity of thermal conductivity and core heat flux there that could
drive large scale dynamics both in the core and mantle. 
Reference: Ohta, K. et al. Lattice thermal conductivity of MgSiO3 perovskite and post-perovskite at
the core–mantle boundary. Earth Planet Sc Lett 349-350, 109–115 (2012).
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Hydrogen is one of the important candidates of the light elements of the Earth’s core, because only
a small amount of interstitial hydrogens may drastically change the physical properties of
compressed iron (e.g. melting temperature, density and elastic properties). Since the solubility of
hydrogen has strong pressure dependence, hydrogen content must be determined by in-situ
observations. Combined with X-ray diffraction measurements, the following relation is widely used
for this purpose: x = (VFeHx - VFe) / VH, where x is the hydrogen content, VH is the volume expansion
caused by unit concentration of hydrogen, VFeHx and VFe are volumes of FeHx and pure iron,
respectively (Fukai, 1992). Ambient pressure experiments on many face-centered cubic (fcc) metals
suggest that VH is insensitive to the hydrogen content x. However, it has not been confirmed for
compressed iron. We computed the equation of states of hexagonal-closed pack (hcp) iron with
interstitial hydrogen with x = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and 1.0 by using
the AkaiKKR firstprinciples package. Coherent potential approximation (CPA) was adopted to treat
non-saturated hydrogen atoms, which randomly occupied the octahedral sites. The results of pure (x
= 0.0) and hydrogen saturated (x = 1.0) iron are consistent with previous experiments (Hirao et
al., 2004; Narygina et al., 2011). However, we found a discontinuous volume change as functions of
hydrogen content for non-saturated FeHx because of the ferromagnetic transition. We also found
almost no x dependence on the volume in the ferromagnetic phase. Previous Mossbauer spectroscopy
measurements suggest the ferromagnetic state is stable up to about 25 GPa for iron hydride (Mitsui
et al., 2010; Narygina et al., 2011). This means that previous experiments possibly overestimate
the hydrogen content of ferromagnetic FeHx.
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Sound velocity at Earth’s core conditions are one of the most important physical properties in
Earth science because it can be directly compared with the seismological Earth model (PREM:
Preliminary Reference Earth Model) [1]. The composition of solid inner core is estimated from the
comparison of the model [1] and the extrapolation of sound velocities as a function of density of
iron and iron alloys obtained by the static compression experiment [2, 3]. Birch’s law, a linear
sound velocity−density relation [4], is used to extrapolate sound velocities to densities in the
core condition. On the other hand, the composition of liquid outer core is estimated from the
partitioning and solubility data in the inner core boundary condition for the composition of solid
core. There has been some works for the sound velocity of iron and iron alloys on the Earth’s core
condition by dynamic techniques using explosive [5], gas gun [5-9], and laser [10-12]. Huang et al.
estimated that the outer core composition is Fe with 0.5 wt.% O and 9.5 wt.% S by the comparison of
PREM and sound velocities of Fe-S-O system [9]. In this study, we measure the sound velocity and
density of liquid iron sulfide by shock-compression method using high-power laser. 
 We conducted shock-compression experiments using a High Intensity Plasma Experimental Research
(HIPER) system at the GEKKO-XII laser irradiation facility [10] at the Institute of Laser
Engineering, Osaka University. The sample is pyrrhotite (Fe0.9S). The sound velocities and densities
of shock-compressed pyrrhotite using the high-power laser were measured by x-ray radiography
[10-12] at pressures up to 600 GPa. 
 Part of this work was performed under the joint research project of the Institute of Laser
Engineering, Osaka University. 
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2観測点間の表面波位相・振幅データを用いた北米大陸上部マントルの3次元構造
3D shear wave structure in the North American upper mantle from interstation phase and
amplitude data of surface waves
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The North American continent encompasses a variety of complex structural features, including
regions with east-west extension, active volcanoes in the west, and stable cratons in the central
and eastern areas. The high-quality broadband seismic data derived from the high-density
Transportable Array (USArray) have facilitated many new tomographic studies in this region. We have
recently developed a new technique to measure interstation phase speeds and amplitude ratios for
fundamental-mode surface waves based on non-linear waveform fitting between two stations (Hamada
and Yoshizawa, 2015, GJI). The amplitude anomalies of surface waves are affected by not only
anelastic attenuation, but also elastic focusing/defocusing, which reflect the second derivatives
of phase velocity across the ray path. Thus, the amplitude data are sensitive to shorter-wavelength
structure than the conventional phase data. 
The method has been applied to observed waveforms of USArray from 2007 to 2014, and we could
achieve fairly uniform ray-path coverage across the U.S. We collect a large-number of phase speed
and amplitude data for short interstation distances less than 1000 km, which can be helpful in
enhancing the horizontal resolution of velocity models in North America. The measured interstation
phase speed and amplitude ratios are inverted simultaneously for phase speed maps as well as local
amplification factor at receiver locations. Our phase speed maps derived from both phase and
amplitude data tend to exhibit better recovery of the strength of velocity perturbations than those
from phase data only, with enhanced local-scale tectonic features characterized by strong velocity
gradients. The results indicate that interstation amplitude data can be of help in reconstructing
shorter-wavelength structures of the upper mantle. 
Isotropic 3-D shear wave models in the depth range from 50 to 200 km are constructed from the phase
speed maps of fundamental-mode Rayleigh waves. The isotropic S wave speed models show significant
slow anomalies in Rio Grande Rift and Yellowstone in the western United States at shallower depth
above 100 km. Smaller-scale tectonic features are also mapped clearly in the eastern areas; e.g.,
slow anomalies in New Madrid Seismic Zone as well as Great Meteor Hotspot Track, which can be found
down to the depth of about 100 km.
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Lines of evidence from recent seismological observations have revealed the nature of large-scale
and fine-scale heterogeneities in the continental lithosphere. Large-scale 3-D images of the
continental lithosphere have been constrained primarily from surface waves, which indicate the fast
waves speed anomalies of the cratonic lithosphere with the typical lithospheric thickness of about
200 km. Surface wave observations in Australia also provide the evidence of strong radial
anisotropy with faster SH wavespeed than SV, particularly at the shallower depth above 90 km as
well as in the asthenosphere, while the strength of radial anisotropy tends to be weak in the
middle to lower lithosphere (Yoshizawa, 2014, PEPI). 
Discontinuities in the lithosphere have been well constrained by the body-wave receiver functions
that indicate the wave conversions and reflections underneath seismic stations. One of the striking
features in the S-wave receiver function analysis in Australian cratons is the clear signals of
discontinuities in the mid-lithosphere at around 70-90 km (Ford et al., 2010, EPSL), which might
indicate the rapid velocity drop or change in the character of radial anisotropy at the middle
depth of the continental lithosphere where the wave speed is highest in general. This estimated
depth of the enigmatic mid-lithosphere discontinuity (MLD) from receiver functions coincides well
with the rapid change in the strength of radial anisotropy derived from surface waves (Yoshizawa & 
Kennett, 2015, GRL). 
The latest observations from high-frequency P-wave reflectivity profiles derived from the
auto-correlograms of ambient noises in the vertical component (Kennett, 2015, EPSL) provide us with
an additional constraint on the nature of the lithospheric heterogeneity. The P reflectivity
profiles have suggested vertical changes in the characters of fine-scale structures in the
Australian continent, indicating stronger reflectivity in the crust and upper lithosphere
underneath the cratons. Such observations support the existence of fine-scale laminated
heterogeneity in the lithosphere, as suggested by the numerical simulations for high-frequency
scattering of seismic waves for the paths in the cratonic areas (Kennett & Furumura, 2008, GJI;
2016, G-cubed). The existence of such horizontally laminated fine-scale heterogeneity in the upper
lithosphere causes equivalent effects as the shape preferred orientation, which may eventually
generate apparent change in the radial anisotropy as well as apparent discontinuities in the
mid-lithosphere. Linking all these independent observation from a variety of seismic signals with
different frequency band will be of help in the further understanding of the nature of lithospheric
heterogeneity and anisotropy.
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Subducted oceanic plates should be one of the significant factor deciding structures and the
evolution of the Earth’s lower mantle. The typical large and strong heterogeneity is large low
shear velocity provinces on the lowermost mantle indicated by seismic tomography models. Seismic
analyses indicate that these structures have prominent features, such as steep edges, a correlation
between margins and hot spot locations, and the stability over a long term. We investigate that
influence of the lower mantle properties on the mechanical interactions between the subducted plate
and the compositionally dense layer, using mantle convection model in which plate-like motion is
realized without any forces imposed on the surface plate. 
Our 2-D Cartesian numerical model has chemically distinct materials with the density contrast of
+77.3 kg m-3 on the core mantle boundary (CMB) and the post-perovskite phase change with the
Clapeyron slope of +8 MPa K-1 and the density contrast +1.4%. In this study, we focus on the
following parameters that affect the slab subducting history and the evolution of the dense layer;
depth dependence of the thermal expansivity, the depth profile of the background mantle viscosity
and the yield strength of the slab. We also incorporate phase diagrams of hydrous minerals and
hydration effects on the density and the viscosity. 
In our result with the thermal expansivity decreasing with the depth, the dense material piles can
remain on the CMB during the calculation. Moreover, the thermal expansivity depending on the depth
makes the slab velocity slow down, even when the viscosity is small. This effect leads to the
convection layered at the boundary between the regular mantle and dense segments, such that the
slow convection is generated in the regular mantle layer and the active convection is in the dense
layer. Steep difference in the temperature overlaps at the chemical boundary between dense
materials and the surrounding mantle. Upwelling plumes are generated on the top of the dense layer.
These plumes entrain only small amount of the dense material. On the other hand, the constant
thermal expansivity destabilizes the dense layer. The dense segments deform strongly and rise off
the CMB by the subducted slab plunging into the dense material piles. The subducted slab
deformation near the 660 km depth discontinuity occurs except when the thermal expansivity is
constant and the yield strength is 300 MPa. The amplitude and the wavelength of the slab buckling
become larger with lower mantle viscosity. This deformation influences contact area between the
dense structure and the slab, and spatial distribution of water in the lower mantle. We did not
find significant effects of the slab buckling on the evolution of the lowermost mantle structures
in the long term.
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In our prevuous study, the rheological properties of hydrous mantle minerals would have the
negative thermal feedback (high heat flow across the oceanic lithosphere and colder mantle
temperature when the rheological strength of hydrous mantle minerals is strong enough) [Nakagawa et
al., 2015]. However, the yield strength in that study was not consistent with that found from
deformation experiments [Kohlstedt et al., 1995]. Moreover, the hydrous oceanic crust might occur
to the lubrication that could enhance the activity of plate-like behavior caused by mantle
volatiles [Crameri et al., 2012; Bercovici, 1998]. Here we examine to find the stable plate
tectonics-like behavoir from weak to strong oceanic lithosphere that seems to be consistent with
the laboratory experiments in numerical mantle convection simulations with water migration
[Nakagawa and Speigeleman, to be submitted]. Two water cycle regime with the stable plate-like
behavior would be found as a function of ductile yead strength and friction coefficient of brittle
deformation, which would be 'regassng dominated cycle' for weaker oceanic lithosphere and 'balanced
water cycle' for stronger oceanic lithosphere because the faster plate velocity cold be expected
for the weaker oceanic lithosphere than for the stronger oceanic lithosphere. With the constraint
of mantle water content [Hirschmann, 2006; Hirschmann and Kohlstedt, 2012], the balanced water
cycle regime would be preferable for reconciling the mantle water cycle. The onset timing of
plate-like behavior would be much earlier than the dry mantle convection case with pseudo-plastic
yielding rheology.
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The presence of large-scale heterogeneity in the deep mantle has been proposed on the basis of the
interpretation of strong seismic anomalies in the present Earth's mantle. We hypothesize that the
origin is in the protoplanetary material that survived the late accretion stage of planetary
formation. In order to examine this hypothesis, we performed the 3-D Stokes flow simulation under a
self-gravitating field with a free-surface treatment. The numerical calculation starts with a
Mars-sized protoplanet (PP) which may serve as the sources of primitive reservoir by assuming that
it has the undifferentiated material or primitive mantle differentiated in an early oxidized state.
From this Mars-sized initial embryo, the planet grows under continuous impacts which create local
magma ponds which eliminate the chemical signature of PP. We found that generations of such melt
ponds may not completely remove the PP material from the growing planet. We suggest that such
remaining PP material may be the origin of the primitive reservoir in the deep mantle inferred from
geochemical analyses. Our analysis may contribute to the understanding of the thermochemical
structure of the early Earth.
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